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Introduction

! What is advanced interferometry

! Interferometry for Advanced LIGO

! Current and planned experiments

! Control aspect

! More exotic

! Variable reflectivity mirrors

! Xylophone interferometers

! Diffractive optics

! Exclude non-classical interferometers

! QND, Speed meters
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What is Advanced Interferometry?

! Interferometric measurement scheme that is not 

currently working on a large scale detector

! Principal aim: improve the interferometric sensing for 

gravitational wave detectors

! Improving the response of the detector to gravitational waves.

! This means additional features and a more complicated control 

scheme
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GEO 600

! Dual recycled Michelson
Interferometer
! Simple Michelson 

interferometer
! Power recycling
! Signal recycling

! Talk on Thursday by 
Andreas Freise
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Advanced LIGO Configuration

Power 
Recycling

Mirror

Mode-cleaner
Signal Recycling

Mirror

Fabry-Perot
Arm Cavities

! Initial table-top experiments (ANU, 

University of Florida, Caltech)

! Fully suspended tests with a 

simplified configuration (currently in 

progress at Glasgow)

! Fully suspended tests with full 

configuration (Glasgow)

! Full operational tests with digital 

control systems (Caltech)
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A Simple Interferometer

The interferometer output is 
held at a dark fringe.

This holds true for all 
interferometers of this basic 

configuration.

If the mirrors move 
differentially a signal can be 
detected at the dark port.

Similarly, with common
motion a signal can be 

detected at the light port.

Dark 
Port

Light 
Port

B. Barr
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Glasgow Test Interferometer

Signal Recycling
Mirror

Fabry-Perot
Arm Cavities

Using cavities in the arms 
means the light spends 

more time in the arms of 
the interferometer –

greater phase change.

Reflecting the signals back 
into the interferometer allows 
the response of the system to 

be ‘tuned’. B. Barr
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The Effect of Signal Recycling

Modelled Signal Recycling Effect

Frequency [Hz]

Moving the signal recycling 
mirror by a fraction of a 

wavelength
(shown here as phase:

90 degrees = λ/4)
changes the frequency of 
the peak response of the 

interferometer

Bandwidth controlled by the 
reflectivity of the signal 

recycling mirror
(Bandwidth of the SR cavity)

B. Barr
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What Must Be Controlled?

l2

l1

l3

l4l5

L- = l3 – l4

L+ = l3 + l4
l- = l1 – l2

ls = l5 + l1 + l2
2

The relative distances 
between optics
Each distance cannot be 
controlled directly and must 
be combined with others to 
form controllable lengths.

B. Barr
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Building the Locking Scheme

12M100M

ls

l-

L+

L-

B. Barr
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Control Matrix

l-L- ls L+

-0.00009-2.14000 0.00000 -0.00008CP1

0.000070.00000 0.00003 0.00000CP2

0.000020.00000 0.00287 0.00000CP3

-0.00016-0.68000 0.00001 -32.1000CP4

These values indicate the optical gains for the interferometer control 
signals while in operation.

Modelling the system and analysing the results (below) allows us to 
determine if our control solution is viable.

B. Barr
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Current State

! Control matrix verified

! Work done on the 

current prototype will 

be used to configure the 

new JIF interferometer.

!The clean environment and specially chosen optics will allow 

a realistic test of the control scheme with additional power 

recycling and mode-cleaning.
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! Signal recycling systems are tuneable, but a VRM is 
required to allow simultaneous electronic control of 
tuning and bandwidth

! It allows rapid change of signal-search mode (in GEO 600 it is 
necessary to change a mirror – probably >1 week off-line during 
the change)

! It also allows efficient dynamic tuning of signal recycling 
interferometers, providing a significant increase in the SNR 
during the end-stages of an in-spiral and collision

Why use variable reflectivity mirrors (VRMs)?

K. Strain
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! The most promising technique, uses the 
transmission/reflection characteristic of an optical 
cavity near resonance.  There are two variations:-
! A solid etalon with temperature control of refractive index 

and hence tuning (initial tests at MPQ, Garching)
! A spaced etalon (individually suspended optics) with 

actuators to control the spacing (bench-top test in 1988 at 
Glasgow)

VRM techniques

K. Strain
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VRM on the Garching Prototype

K. Danzmann, H. Lück, K. Kawabe, A. Freise, 
H. Grote, J. Harms, S. Hild, A.Thüring
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Xylophone Dual Recycled Michelson

! Signal recycled Michelson
! Multiple input lasers

! Phase locked with frequency offset

! Allows shaping the sensitivity profile 
of the interferometer

A. Freise
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Why “All-reflective” Interferometers?

! Silicon mirrors are opaque at 1064 nm

! The most significant limit to the optical energy that can be 
stored in the interferometer is the non-linear effect of 
thermal lensing
! All reflective schemes could store >10 times greater light energy

(number of photons)
! This requires the light to propagate in a vacuum wherever the 

circulating power is high (>>1 kW)

! The key to all-reflective interferometry is the application of 
diffractive-optics technology 

K. Strain
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! The beamsplitter:
! It is hard to make a low-loss diffractive 

beamsplitter (this is under 
investigation at Stanford)

! One option is to use arm cavities of 
very high finesse to reduce the load on 
the beamsplitter

! Coupling light into the arms
! This is the key problem if arm cavities 

are used: how can the light be coupled 
in without passing through a mirror?

! One proposal is to use diffractive 
coupling applied at the end mirror of 
the cavity

Diffractive-optics technology Laser bench
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K. Strain
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Proposed scheme

One arm of the 
interferometer.

Simulation of the light
amplitude (cross-section)
at the left end of the arm 
produced by a weak 
grating on the far mirror
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K. Strain
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Summary

! Advanced interferometry is a very active area of research

! Interferometry for Advanced LIGO

! Current and planned experiments

! Control aspect

! Some examples of more exotic schemes

! Variable reflectivity mirrors

! Xylophone interferometers

! Diffractive optics

! Exclude non-classical interferometers

! QND, Speed meters


